BOOK CONNECTIONS

BOOK CONNECTIONS FOR TEENS AND KIDS
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
CHOOSE MODULE
SIGN UP FOR FREE

CREATIVEBUG

ONLINE CRAFT CLASSES
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
CREATIVEBUG
USE LIBRARY CARD NUMBER
CREATE ACCOUNT
(app available)

EBSCOHOST

FULL TEXT RESEARCH DATABASE
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
EBSCOHOST
USE LIBRARY CARD NUMBER
IN PATRON ID FIELD

HERITAGE QUEST

GENEALOGICAL DATABASE
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
HERITAGE QUEST
ENTER LIBRARY CARD NUMBER

LEARNING EXPRESS

TUTORIALS, PRACTICE EXAMS, RESUMES,
& CORE SKILLS
CREATE AN ACCOUNT AT THE LIBRARY
WHICH YOU CAN USE ELSEWHERE
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
LEARNING EXPRESS LIBRARY
REGISTER
CHOOSE LIBRARY CARD
ENTER LIBRARY CARD NUMBER

MANGO LANGUAGES

LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE ONLINE
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
MANGO LANGUAGES
CREATE AN ACCOUNT
ENTER LIBRARY CARD NUMBER
(app available)

MISSOURI LIBRARIES 2 GO

eBOOKS & eAUDIOBOOKS
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
MISSOURI LIBRARIES 2 GO
CHOOSE OZARK REGIONAL FROM DROPOWN
ENTER LIBRARY CARD NUMBER
(app available)

ROSEN TRIO

TEEN HEALTH & DIGITAL & FINANCIAL LITERACY
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
LEARNING RESOURCES
CHOOSE MODULE

VET NOW

RESOURCES FOR VETERANS AND THEIR FAMILIES
OZARKREGIONAL.ORG
RESOURCES TAB
BRAINFUSE VETNOW
LOGIN
SIGN UP
ENTER LIBRARY CARD NUMBER AND CREATE
USERNAME & PASSWORD

RESOURCES

ABC MOUSE & ANCESTRY
AVAILABLE IN-HOUSE ONLY